
A simple statement of the truth
To a member of NW press .,…who failed to comment or reply!

Thanks for highlighting the results of a major potential perversion of the course of
justice. If the PPP hadn't arranged legal assistance from Chester and Viv Williams and
the others had not had the courage to protest and keep up the challenge, despite the
usual threatening letters from Inspector Ahari and the CPS, they would have all been
prosecuted. They would have been fined particularly heavily if they had fought the
cases as individuals. They would also been listed as criminals in Police statistics
and abused by their insurance companies or even lost their licences /livelihoods.

Viv is wrong NOT to blame the Police, they consistently break the letter of the law.
They, in almost 100% of sites, abuse the speed camera regulations and the spirit of the
law and generally ignore real road safety opportunities and issues. Viv Williams is a just
one very law abiding & honest citizen, millions of whom pay their fines and collect their
points almost out of embarassment. He said to us initially, THAT IF the whole road from
Bangor to the A55 was changed to a 30 mph limit BUT clearly signed he would be
happy to drive within that limit ... sadly that attitude is an abuser's charter and Ahari et al
love that attitude. It would also be a disaster in road safety terms for a whole range of
reasons.

There are other abusive uses of speed cameras in operation across North Wales and
the AA partnership ALL conspire to pervert the course of justice on a daily basis. I.E.
police officers, councillors, MPs AMs, CPS lawyers, even Hospital managers and
Magistrates conspire against their fellow citizens, constituents, friends, neighbours,
relations and ALL the visitors that support us in N.Wales with their money and/or
services. What a bloody disgrace!!

The press have a duty to expose this evil practice and surely editors and reporters DO
NOT need the PPP to remind them what is so obviously going on. The attachments
should be self explanatory. The PPP data base contains nearly 200 articles that cover
every aspect of Policing, crime... stats, causes, prevention and a myriad road safety
issues...unlike Brunstrom WE take the whole business pretty seriously

 This letter is about the abuse of 1000s of law abiding drivers by North
Wales Police and the Arrive Alive Partnership on the road into Bangor
via Maesgerchen. It is just one of many similar events taking place on
a daily basis across North Wales……… for the PPP


